more times. During the five free-food to reduce the rate by destruction of
sessions, subjects 95R, 24R, and 94R the biocatalytic organisms presumably
24 R
responded on the average of 64, 40, present in natural systems.
and 26 times, respectively, for each
A third possibility exists-that of
reinforcement. The averages during the reducing the rate of a noncritical step
intervening control sessions were 69, to a very small value. About 1953,
71, and 47 responses per reinforcement, Patrick (2) found that small quancnw
respectively. Responding during the last tities of chromate ion were effective in
C')
z
95R
free-food session (an average of 42 inhibiting the oxidation of pyrite, both
0
Cl) uW
responses per reinforcement) was ap- in laboratory tests and in the field.
w
proximately the same as during the first The mechanism is probably analogous
w
free-food session (39 reponses per rein- to that of chromate in inhibiting the
aforcement). Figure 1 shows representa- corrosion of metals.
cumulative response records of
eive
t
Patrick's work was with sodium
these
The
birds
rewhich of course leached
chromate,
performances.
94R
3
sponded despite an average gain in rapidly from a wet mine face, and
weight during free-food sessions ap- hence the effect was not long-lasting.
proximately ten times greater than that Furthermore, this rapid leaching would
during control sessions. Indeed, after cause significant if temporary pollu4.
some free-food sessions, one bird re- tion of the mine effluent. The amount
A
gurgitated grain in its home cage.
of chromate necessary to afford vir20 MINUTES
This study differs from previous ex- tually complete inhibition of iron in
TIME
TIME
Fig. 1. Cumulative response records show- periments (1-4) in a number of ways. waters with a chloride concentration of
ing the second free-food session (24R), The birds were at 80 percent of their 10 ppm is 100 ppm (3), but corrosion is
the third free-food session (I95R), and the normal weights when sessions began; a reduced by 90 percent or more in
last free-food session (94R)). Paired con- variable-interval schedule of reinforce- systems where 5 ppm is maintained
trol sessions preceded the free-food ses- ment was used; free-food sessions al- (4). Such concentrations can be readily
sions by one day. Slash mar]ks indicate the
ternated with control sessions; and the attained on the mine face by the use
presentation of grain in thl ehopper.
subjects had considerable prior experi- of a slightly soluble chromate, such
mental experiences. The individual con- as calcium or strontium chromate, disonce per minute, a peck to a lighted tributions of each of these, together persed in an adherent, hydrophilic
response disk produced a4 seconds of with the durability of the effect, must coating, such as a polyvinyl acetate.
access to grain in a lightedI hopper (see be determined. My results indicate, Although chromate is photochemically
3). A session ended wkien the bird however, that under some conditions reduced in such systems, they should
obtained 45 reinforcement s. During the animals respond many times to earn be stable inside a mine.
Some of the oxidation of pyrite in
first "free food" session, t he procedure one food reward while identical food is
mines results from the percolation of
was identical except that a cut filled freely available.
ALLEN J. NEURINGER oxidizing groundwaters through fracwith about 240 g of grain was placed
ture zones, but much occurs at the
For
Research On The
Foundation
in a rear corner of the chamber. Thus,
mine
face, where both oxygen and
36
The
Nervous
System,
Fenway,
there were now two sources of identical
bacteria have free access, and it is
food. The apparatus was turned on (the Boston, Massachusetts 02215
this that chromates may be helpful
response disk was lighted, and so forth)
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